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YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN
ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE JOBS
The Holland Tunnel
Where do young college men get in a kirgy
industrial organization? Have they oppor-
tunitv to exercise creath'e talent? Is indi-
THE HOLLAND Tt.NNI-1. isone of engineering's greatest
triumphs, because—
it is twice the size of any
tunnel ever bored beneath the
bed of the Hudson River.
—it is over a mile and a half
long.




bon monoxide gas, motor cars
create an entirely new need for
tunnel ventilation. 'Yet even
when the Holland Tunnel is filled
to capacity and 2000 motor
cars are passing through it in
each direction, the air is fresh
and pure.
This :is ...a type of .engineering
undertaking with which young
men in an organization of the











Carnegie tech. Ex '25
are brougii AiIoliitic UB
tact. Opportunities to work of
the stupendous, the never-before
undertaken, are not rare here
Hence young men of capaci s -
of enterprise, of genius, t,.
much to challenge their imagi
nations and abili'
A battery of cf) tans driven
house motors pump fresh air into,
foul air Out of, the Holland Tunne
T we nty-eivht more Westinghoust
motored fans are a
serve. Westinghouse Om
nod the lightinir system i
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What tho' on hamely fare we dine,
Wear hodden grey, an' a' that;
Gie fools their silks, and knaves their wine,
A man's a man for a' that.
For a' that, an' a' that,
Their tinsel show, an' a' that:
The honest man, tho' e'er sae poor,
Is King o' men for a' that.
—Robert Burns
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •0- * • • • • •
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What Ford Has Done for Aerial
Transportation
By V olney A. Hutchin son, n '29
3
LITTLE more than a 
score of years ago, two commodated 12 
passengers, and provided a wash
brothers, interested in engineering research and 
room.
development but considered of unsound mind by the
world at large, were spending their life in testing
 Ford Transport Lines
and constructing apparatus, trying to accompli
sh
that which their fellow citizens claimed was not in- Ford 
transport flying began April 13, 1925 when
tended for human beings,—that of flying. On De- 
the all-metal monoplane Maiden Dearborn I, built
cember 17, 1903, one of the two, with the other as an b
y the Stout Metal Airplane Company, left the Ford
onlooker, made the first successful flight of a few airport 
at Dearborn for Chicago with 1000 pounds
hundred yards through the air with a heavier than 
of freight and cheered by Henry and Edsel Ford
air machine. The world was astonished. T
he here- together with a large crowd of interested 
spectators.
tofore impossible had been done and a new fie
ld was The big ship arrived at Chicago less than 
two and
opened to research and development. Today, the one-ha
lf hours later amid the cheers of Chi
cagoans
airplane is becoming so common that one scarcely
 at Maywood Field. Later in the year, 
a second line
looks up when the drone of an airplane is heard was 
inaugurated between Detroit and Clevela
nd,
above, and on 
February 15, 1926, Ford planes began carry
-
Although those two great inventors, Orville and ing 
U. S. Mail connecting Detroit with 
transcontin-
Wilbur Wright, were the first to accomplish the act 
ental air mail lines.
of flying, the names of others are also linked with 
Over 1000 trips were made by Ford p
lanes during
the airplane. At the 
the year, covering a
present time one, of 
••••••••d
istance equal to
course, thinks of Col- • 
eight times the dis-
tance around the
onel Lindbergh in •
connection with the • 
AVIATION, both as a science and as a corn- abOut 100 miles per
world at a rate of




that he has done • petus rapidly, especially in the last 
year or the Maiden Dear-
much to bring na- born I, w
hich made
4 two. The result has been that aviation is ations closer together, the
 Chicago anniver-
yet it is also a fact 4 subject of universal interest. What 
Henry sal-1r flight April 13,
that others developed • 
1926, established a
Ford has done to stimulate this phase of tra
ns-
the plane in which • 
record of over 68,632
our hero flew to the • portation is show
n in this article. miles. A report of
hall of fame. Al- 
the operation of the
though many men •••••••••••
•• Ford Air Transport
have spent t h e i r 
Lines showed that,
money and e v e n 
during the first year
lives in the development and commercialization of of flying, the
re was not a single accident, and no one
the airplane, one especially has come to light within was injured. Pract
ically no changes were made in
the last few years. He is no other than Henry Ford. the ships which
 were the same ones as in the be-
Ford's name is generally linked with the automo- ginning.
bile. No one disputes the fact that Ford has been Of the 663 trips un
dertaken on the Chicago line
the foremost factor in bringing the automobile during the year, 649 wer
e completed. showing an ef-
within the reach of the multitudes, and adapting it ficiency record of ove
r 97%. In trips to and from
to commerce. Now this great manufacturer has Chicago during
 the year, Ford planes traveled a dis-
stepped into aeronautics and promises to do for it tance of 165,495 m
iles; were in the air 1791 hours:
what he has for the automotive industry. and carried 635,221 
pounds of freight in addition to
His aeronautical activities began earls- in 1925 the U. S. Mail.
when he purchased the Stout Metal Airplane Corn- An even greate
r efficiency record was established
pany for a sum between $400,000 and $500,000, to be on the Cleveland 
route, which, however, is shorter.
operated as the Stout Metal Airplane Company, di- Of the 457 trips un
dertaken on this line, 453 were
vision of Ford NI °tor Company. Immediately, (level- completed, an e
fficiency record of more than 99(A .
opment was begun on an all-metal transport mono- On the Cleveland
 line, the planes covered a dis-
plane to meet the demand for a successful commer- tance of 57,531 mi
les; were in the air 688 hours; and
cial plane. A large tri-motored plane was the result. carried, in additi
on to the mail, 409,181 pounds oi
This was one of the first all-metal planes built. It freight.
was powered with three large Liberty motors, ac- During the year of op
eration of the Chicago line.
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only 21 scheduled trips were cancelled because of
weather conditions, chief of which was poor visi-
bility. During the same period, there were 11 forced
landings due to engine trouble such as failure of the
water system, gasoline supply and ignition. Bad
weather which made it impossible for the pilot to
see resulted in 28 forced landings due to hazardous
conditions.
On the Cleveland line 10 scheduled trips were can-
celled because of bad weather, and there were 11
forced landings, seven of which were due to engine
trouble and four to weather conditions.
The Reliability Tours
Mr. Ford soon realized the necessity for promo-
tion of interest and confidence in aviation in order to
make commercial flying a success. To this end
he decided upon what was to be known as the Ford
Reliability Tour. This was to be an air tour of the
United States visiting 11 cities and covering 1900
miles. It was open to all makes of airplanes, and
had for its purpose, the following.
(1) To aid development of reliable planes.
(2) To encourage aerial transportation.
(3) To acquaint the public with aerial transpor-
tation.
As opposed to the more common class of airplane
contest, the Ford tour did not demand in any part
of its rules the development of high speed. The
normal cruising speed of the airplane was recog-
nized as amply sufficient to supply the demands of
express transportation service, and the endeavor
was rather to encourage economical operations in
that respect. The tour was planned so as to permit
planes to remain at each stop long enough for in-
spection by the public in order that the visitors
might become familiar with the general construct-
ion of the ships that were to carry on our future
transportation.
The event took place practically as scheduled.
However, the weather man was particularly unkind
to the tourists. They started from a muddy field
and finished from one of a similar nature. The
schedule was completely disarranged during the last
three days due to cloudbursts, fog, rain, and light-
ning. The worst part of the trip was during the
last half hour before reaching Dearborn. A down-
pour of rain coupled with lightning made visibility
so poor and the air so bumpy that all the planes had
a difficult time in keeping on the course. It was at
this point that one of the planes was forced to dis-
continue the tour.
It all came to an end at Detroit on October 4,
1926. Of the 17 planes entered, 15 finished. Only one
ship was damaged seriously enough to prevent its
completing the trip while the other was forced by a
thunder storm, which nearly broke up the tour at
the last moment, to land a few miles short of De-
troit.
At the conclusion, the greatest curiosity centered
on the Carrier Pigeon that Casey Jones repaired
while at Omaha. What Casey called an outboard
strut had been added to the left wing after his ship
crashed into a motorcycle which was left standing
on the field. This additional strut was an ordinary
yard pile attached to the upper end of the regular
strut and running diagonally to the wing tip. The
broken wing was repaired with ordinary lumber; a
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temporary gas tank installed; a metal propeller bor-
rowed from an air mail; and Casey finished the
tour through the storm on schedule with his patched
up plane. This little incident demonstrated the pos-
sibility of emergency repair even under adverse con-
ditions.
The general success and enthusiasm of the first
tour prompted Ford to make it an annual event.
Much was learned during the first tour. As was
stated, it was really not a contest, thus no winner
was selected, although several prizes and trophies
were awarded by Henry and Edsel Ford. In order
to make the second tour even more interesting than
the first, it was decided to offer prizes and select a
winner. After much discussion, it was agreed to
select the winner by means of the following formula,
50 x contest load x speed in m. p. h.
piston displ. x stick time x unstick time
where stick time represents the time in seconds
elapsed after the wheels touch the ground until the
plane comes to rest in landing, and unstick time
represents the opposite in taking off. Speed repre-
sents the average flying speed for the entire tour.
In August 1926, the second Ford Reliability Tour
got under way with 25 planes making the trip. The
tour was mostly a repetition of the one of the prev-
ious year except that some different cities were
visited. In every city there was an amazing display
of public interest in the planes. Not only were there
crowds of from five to twenty-five thousand people,
but throughout the stay in each place the landing
fields were a mecca for streams of visitors who fre-
quently blocked all roads leading from the airports.
After a very successful journey, the planes re-
turned to Detroit on the last lap. Thirty thousand
spectators were on hand to witness the finish on
August 21. Weather conditions were ideal. At
half past four, Edsel Ford, who had the roof of a
hangar as an observation platform, announced the
appearance of the first plane in the distance. One
by one the ships alighted on the field amid the
cheers of the throngs. Walter Beach in a Travel
Air (Wright Whirlwind) won the tour with a total
of 4043.3 points. In addition he won a cash prize of
$5,000 and the Edsel Ford trophy. Second place
went to Louis G. Meister with 3972 points.
Of the 25 planes entered, 19 finished. The tour
itself was considered a distinct success. The
greater reliability of the ships over those of the
previous year was distinctly .evident, and proved
that development in aeronautical engineering was
advancing by leaps and bounds.
Mr. Ford is the type of man who constantly
strives for improvement in anything he undertakes.
lust as he has developed and improved the class of
light cars and tractors, just so is he developing the
airplane. As a means of overcoming had weather
and poor visibility, Ford Air Transport has devel-
oped and used the radio beacon and direction
finders with considerable success. The operation
of this instrument guides a definite course by giving
constant signals by means of which the pilot knows
when he is on his course, and is warned when he
veers from it. Radio beacons practically eliminate
the difficulty of flying in fog except in landing.
Results of the first year of operation of Ford
Transport lines proved that multi-motored planes
(Continued on Page 23)
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Mayor-Council vs. City Manager Govern-
ment in Terre Haute
• By A. Silverstein, m. '29
THESE two types of city government, that is.Mayor-Council and City Manager, although
familiar to most of us in a general way should be
explained.
The Mayor-Council form of government provides
for a council elected on a partisan ballot from the
various wards, and for a mayor elected at large for
two years or more. The work is done by boards,
for example the Board of Safety. There is no pro-
vision for Initiative, Recall, or Referendum.
The City Manager plan is a form of government
which combines the ideas of a small representative
body elected at large on a nonpartisan ballot, pos-
sessing all ultimate legal powers of the city, and
subject to certain important checks in the hands of
the electorate; with concentration of administra-
tive powers into a single individu-
al chosen by the representative
body because of expert profes-
sional qualifications. That indi-
vidual, known as the City Man-
ager, as chief executive, appoints,
directs and can remove the rest
of the administrative staff, sub-
ject to the usual civil service re-
strictions. The charter of the
City Manager plan provides for
Proportional Representation, In-
itiative, Referendum, and Recall.
This consideration of other
forms of city government should
indeed be of great interest to the
people of Terre Haute at the
present time. Only a short time
ago the Mayor of the city re-
ceived a stinging rebuke from the
State Tax Board because of the
fact that he failed to veto a bill
passed by the council which would materially in-
crease the taxes in the city. It is incidents of this
nature which cause interested, open minded citizens
in cities to look around for other and better forms
of government.
But it is not only this presence of graft and cor-
ruption in our government which has caused so
many of our cities to seek new governments.
Revolution in the realm of municipal is a result of
the spirit of the age. This seeking of the better, the
cleaner and the finer; of the less wasteful and of
the more efficient is the outbreaking of our national
restlessness. The failure of the old form has driven
all of us to find something newer, nobler, more satis-
fying than that which the old government could
give with its incompetence, its sloth and its extrava-
gance.
This spirit of restlessness moved Staunton, Vir-
ginia to act in 1908. The Mayor and the Council
of that city, in disgust over the inefficiency of gov-
ernment by boards and committees, hired Mr. C. E.
Ashburner, and pased an ordinance delegating to
him all administrative detail and responsibility, giv-
ing him the title of General Manager. He made
good and became somewhat famous for his novel
title. (Since this time Staunton has changed over
from the makeshift ordinance arrangement to the
real city manager plan).
In the fall of 1910, Lockport, New York, was
looking for a chance to embrace the new city gov-
ernment which had been started and followed
Staunton, Virginia quite closely. Lockport did not
succeed in getting its bill passed
by the legislature but the Lock-
THE City-Manager form
of government is gain-
ing favor among a great
many cities all over the
country. The form and
functions of this type of
government, as applied to
a city like Terre Haute, are
shown in the accompany-
ing article, and will no
doubt be enlightening to
many of us.
port plan was talked about all
over the country.
In the summer of 1912, Sumter,
South Carolina, a city of 8000
inhabitants adopted a new char-
ter embodying the Lockport idea
and began operating under the
new system in the next year. This
was the first city to have a real
City Manager. Two neighboring
towns, Hickory and Morgantown,
North Carolina, copied Sumter
immediately.
Dayton, Ohio had been through
a long siege of wasteful, ineffici-
ent administration headed by
spoils politicans. After all the
prevailing and proposed types of
city government had been inves-
tigated, the charter commission
concluded that Sumter had the best plan. Then,
came the Dayton flood of 1913, and the incapacity of
the old government was emphasized anew. When
things became normal again, the people adopted the
new charter by a big majority.
Springfield, Ohio took similar action a few weeks
later, the councils of both Springfield and Dayton
taking office in January, 1914. Eleven other small
towns in Texas and Michigan also installed the plan
that year.
Since then an increasing number of cities have
adopted the plan every year. The pressure on the
legislatures became so widespread that twelve
states,—Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Idaho, Montana, North Caro-
lina, Wisconsin and Louisiana have passed statutes
permitting their cities by a simple referendum pro-
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cedure to adopt the city manager plan.
Those who argue the relative merits of the Mayor-
Council and City Manager plans will grant that
neither plan is a panacea for all ills. Neither plan
is the solution of every difficulty in city affairs.
Either type of city government is capable of going
in the wrong direction in the same manner as any
other organization of human beings. A city charter
is like an automobile. Nothing mechanical can be
devised that will keep the owner from driving it up
the wrong fork of the road sometimes.
As in the above, we cannot condemn one type of
city government nor praise the other type, unless
we first answer completely some outstanding issues
which present themselves. Among the prominent
questions to be answered are the following: Is the
City Manager type of city government the more
democratic form; that is, does the City Manager
plan give the people more power? Is the plan the
more economical one? Is this type of city govern-
ment the more responsible one? Those who favor
the City Manager plan point out the following pre-
dominating facts:
• The City manager form of city government is the
more democratic one.
The City Manager plan is the more efficient and
economical one.
The City Manager type is the more responsible
form of government.
The American city government has had a multi-
tude of grievances laid at its door. Many accusa-
tions have been made about the city government.
Instituted to serve the citizen, too often has the
city organization been the harbinger of those who
robbed the people by their corruption and ineffi-
ciency. These are stinging charges to substantiate
against our institution of administration but even
the most callous enthusiast must admit the weak-
nesses in our system of municipal management. The
most advanced remedy for these evils is in the
shape of the City Manager.
We, satisfied with what we assumed to be a quite
perfect democracy, have been wont to content our-
selves with the phrases "by," "of" and "for" the
people. We have even prided ourselves on that
shrewd, ingenious way in which we have devised
checks and balances on action of officials to insure
a fool-proof system of geniune honesty. We have
even gone so far as to congratulate ourselves upon
our complicated ballot because we thought we could
have the inestimable privilege of voting for each
and every one of a number of miscellaneous officers,
few of whom we knew personally and little of whose
duties we ever comprehend. These intricates and
complications of a so-called political system are no
longer excuses for inefficiencies and indirection.
This old system of checks and balances, while,
perhaps a thing of beauty to the politician, has
proved a disastrous failure in our city life. The
customary blanket ballot with name after name in
long and confusing arrangement headed at each
column by a symbol of party allegiance for the
guidance of the followers, has proved a mighty in-
strument for a few politicians, but has been quite
deficient as a means of expression of the real popular
will. It was easy to "Let others think for you"
therefore, voters put the cross marks beneath the
party symbols instead of employing the intellect to
select the fittest man for the place for which he
was candidate.
It was decided that to remedy such conditions.
National and Municipal politics must be divorced.
Such is the plan that the City Manager type of city
government suggests in the method of proportional
representation. All nominations under this method
are made by petition which is signed by a certain
percentage of the voting populage. At the election
those nominated are placed in alphabetical order
on the ballot with no party designation. The voter
votes for each man in the order of his preference,
placing a (1) after the first choice and in the same
manner for the other candidates, numbers them
according to his preference.
The fairness of this method of voting is obvious
because each man is actually voting his choice for
each position. This method of voting also inspires
confidence and interest of the voter in the govern-
ment which he is thus helping to organize. Order•
and decorum reign at the polls owing to the fact
that there are no party affiliations. By far the most
important advantage of voting in this manner is
the fact that this is truly the vote of the majority
and not of the majority party. Thus we see that
this non-partisan election, a triumphing feature of
the City Manager plan, is a departure from political
machinery which hampers city government, and is
a stride toward Democracy.
The short ballot, another strong feature of the
City Manager form of government, is the new in-
strument in the hands of the electorate for the exer-
cise of their power. The electorate is no longer
eager to vote for a man for every possible office at
every election. With this trend of popular thought,
comes the new ballot, having a few names of a few
prominent men for worthwhile offices elected at
intervals sufficiently apart to give them an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate what they can do in the way
of service to the city. No longer the involved bal-
lot which befuddles the mind of the voter and de-
stroys the basis of democracy which insists that a
voter must exercise his mind.
The spirit of sectionalism has long dominated pol-
itics. Wards were pitted against wards, alderman
against alderman. The City Manager plan proposes
the commendable thing of abolishing wards. The
new officers, in true democratic spirit, represent the
city as a whole.
The City Manager plan provides for three very
democratic features, the Initiative, Referendum, and
Recall. The politicians used to think that people
became unusually wise at election time and voted
upon the man suggested by the party leaders, and
then, the voters would sink into apathy until the
next voting time. The Initiative is a method which
gives a percentage of voters the right by petition
to present to the council or commission a policy or
plan for government adoption and if refused, have
it voted upon by the people at a duly constituted
election. The Referendum enables the voter to
reject undesired legislation which the representative
body may wish to impose upon them. The Recall
enables the voters to put out of office a representa-
tive before the end of his term, if he proves himself
unworthy. It is easy to realize the democratic
(Continued on Page 20)
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An Inspection Tour of the Limedale Plant
of the Indiana Portland Cement Co.
By Morris Guggenheim, ch. '28
THE Limedale plant of th
e Indiana Portland Ce-
ment Company, a subsidiary of the Interna-
tional Cement Corporation, is remarkably well sit-
uated for the manufacture of a fine high-grade ce-
ment. Electricity is used for power and is brought
from the Dresser plant to the consumer over high
tension wires. This does away with the necessity
of having steam boilers with their customary inef-
ficiency, and attendant troubles. A large pond on
the company's property furnishes sufficient wate
r
for all needs; a supply of raw materials is right at
hand; the market for the product is near; transpor-
tation is all that could be desired, with a switch
from the Monon on one side of the storage silo and
one from the Pennsylvania on the other. On the
whole, taking all factors into consideration, powe
r
facilities, labor supply, water sup-
ply transportation, drainage, dis-
posal of waste, climatic condition,
supply of raw materials, provision
for expansion, proximity to mar-
ket, this plant seems to be extra-
ordinarily well situated.
The process of making cement
starts at the quarry where the
limestone is loaded on to dump
cars on which has previously been
placed the required amount of
shale to give the correct raw mix.
This quantity of shale is deter-
mined by the chemist as a result
of samples that are taken from the
quarry at numerous places and in-
tervals. The shale used is
shipped in from different places,
that being used now coming from
the Brazil block mines. The clay
that forms the overburden is not
used at this plant in the process as it contains to
o
much silica. From the quarry, the mix is hauled b
y
a standard gauge rock train to the primary bre
aker,
a giant gyratory crusher which quickly reduces 
the
great large pieces to small bits, so that every port
ion
will pass through a 7 inch ring. The mix is then r
un
into a storage bin before being taken to the sec
-
ondary crusher, a hammer mill, which further r
e-
duces the size of the particles so that all will p
ass
through a 1 1/2 inch ring. This mix is taken to
another storage bin from whence it is conveyed 
by
train to the large storage building.
This building not only serves as a storage for th
e
raw mix, but in it also will be found pure limesto
ne,
clay and shale, coal, gypsum, and clinker. Th
e con-
trol of the slurry is made by the addition of 
either
•
pure limestone or clay and shale from this building.
The mix is carried from the storage building to the
raw grinding department by means of a endless
belt conveyer.
In the raw grinding, the mixture of limestone and
shale is mixed with a 50% addition of water, in
either a combination mill or in a kominuter and tub
e
mill. The combination mill is a tube mill and bal
l
mill combined, while the kominuter is a ball mil
l
which does the coarse grinding and furnishes a
product of suitable size for the tube mill. A tri
x
separator placed between the ball mill and the t
ube
mill returns the oversize pieces to the ball 
mill
instead of allowing them to go ahead to tube 
mill.
Both of the above methods are in use at this 
plant,
but the management at present favors the se
parate
ball and tube mill rather than the
combination mill. From the tube
PORTLAND ce
ment,
while one of the most
common, and at the same
time one of the most im-
portant materials of con-
struction, is taken for
granted by most of us.
This detailed account of
the manufacture of ce-
ment will clear up much
of the "mystery".
11- • • * • •
 --•
mill rather than the combination
mill, water, hereafter known as
slurry, goes to correction basins,
where a sample is taken by the
chemist to determine the composi-
tion of the slurry. If the com-
position varies by more than 1/10
of 1(X , steps are taken to correct
it. This is done by mixing two
basins of slurry having wrong
compositions, in such proportions
that the resultant mixture will an-
alyze correctly. Sometimes it is
necessary to make a special slurry
for correction purposes. This is
done by changing the feed to the
• ball mill from the storage build-
• ing. It 
is for that purpose that
the pure limestone, clay, and
shale are stored in the large
storage house. The correction tanks are consta
ntly
agitated by paddle stirrers and compressed air 
jets.
Samples of the corrected slurry are taken at frequ
ent
intervals by the chemist so as to make sure t
hat
only slurry of the correct composition enters 
the
kiln.
The next step is the change from slurry to clinker
.
The slurry enters the kiln at the stack end. Th
e
kiln used in this plant is a huge cylinder 240 feet
 in
length, 10 feet in diameter, sloping from the st
ack
end to the fuel end at a rate of 3/8 inch per fo
ot.
There are four supports, and the rotating fo
rce is
a airect connected motor. The slurry on en
tering
the stack end is subjected to a temperature of 
1200
degrees F. This is sufficient to drive off al
l moist-
(Continued on Page 20)
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Airport Automatically Lighted By
Landing Plane
Impulse from Motor Drone Operates Lighting Switch
A FORMIDABLE enemy of night flying—theunilluminated landing field—was conquered
automatically by the modern wizardry of electricity
at Bettis Field, McKeesport, Pa., U. S. A., recently.
At a public demonstration there the hum of a plane,
one thousand feet in the air, closed a. switch on the
landing field. A bank of airport floodlights were
turned On, and an instant later the pilot was gliding
safely along a path of illumination that was called
into being by the voice of his own plane. Thousands
witnessed the successful exhibition of the sound-
sensitive automatic lighting agency developed by
T. Spooner, Research Engineer of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Merle Moltrup, Chief of the Air Mail Pilots at
Bettis Field, made the landing which opehs a new
volume in the annals of aviation.
Essentially the function of the device is to use the
drone of an airplane to control electrical energy.
At first this 'controlled energy is a tiny weakling,
but it is nursed along by a corps of amplifiers, and
finally emerges as a husky child capable of closing a
good-sized lighting switch. This switch locks auto-
matically and the lights remain on until turned off
by the field attendant.
A loudspeaker constitutes the "Ear" of the mech-
anism. It works in reverse order, inhaling rather
than exhaling sound. The loudspeaker laid on its
back gives the apparatus a directive effect with
reference to noises from above. A microphone com-
pletes the auditory section. After passing through
the initial amplifier the impulse is received by a
resonant circuit set, tuned to the dominant fre-
quency of the airplane drone. Here a second am-
plifier does its work and then the thread is picked
up by a device which has an amplifying power of
100,000,000.
The electrical impulse, which a split second before
was awakened by the hum of the plane, is now
ready for the time-limit relay—the last step in the
process before the long arm of electricity reaches
out to close the power switch.
The time-limit relay is a vital unit in the Spooner
Sound-Selective Switch. Without this feature the
automatic lighting mechanism might be operated
by sporadic transient noises. With the time limit
feature nothing less than the continuous hum,
characteristic of the moving plane, will operate the
apparatus and light the field.
Lacking this unit the apparatus would be like a
nerve-frazzled watchman, who startled by the
slightest disturbance, jumps to the lighting switch,
not knowing whether the noise he heard came from
the air, or the earth. The time-limit agency gives
the Spooner-device the advantage of the self-
possessed watchman who thinks and knows what
he is about to do before he acts.
Preliminary to the demonstration Mr. Spooner
made frequent visits to Bettis field studying, as it
were, the language of the airplane, to determine the
nature of the sound he had to deal with. Chief
Pilot Moltrup flew high and low while the engineer
and his staff took notes below, aided by a sound
analyzer.
The new unit is designed to furnish sufficient
illumination over an uneven field, at the same time
keeping the source of light low and eliminating ob-
jectionable glare in the eyes of the aviator. It con-
sists essentially of a steel drum 25 inches in diamet-
er and 19 inches deep, mounted on a 21/2-inch pipe
standard. Mounted within the drum are a lamp
socket with vertical, lateral and in-and-out focusing
adjustments, a 23-inch parabolic metal reflector of
such focal length that all reflected rays come ap-
proximately within a 3 degree divergence, and a
system of louvers to absorb all those rays of direct
light the upward tilt of which exceeds 11/2 degrees.
A spread lens mounted in front of the shell gives a
horizontal spread of 45 degrees to 'the beam.
The unit is so mounted on the pipe standard that
it may be rotated horizontally, or tilted vertically
two degrees above and six degrees below the hori-
zontal. It is dust and rain proof.
When equipped with a 1500-watt projection lamp
and spread lens, the unit gives a maximum intensity
of 250,000 C. P., with an estimated intensity with
plain lens of 3,000,000 C. P. The projector may
be accurately focused by the use of a daylight lamp-
setter developed for the purpose.
By spacing a number of such units on the side
lines at intervals of 300 to 350 feet, sufficient pene-
tration is obtained even for large fields, and the
units can be individually adjusted to take care of
any unevenness in the surface of the ground.
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The Essential Points of a
Business Argument
By William H. Boehm
RF,CENTLY I had the pleasure of 
attending an
alumni dinner given at the Engineers' Club in
New York City. The dinner was tendered as a com-
pliment to the President of a prominent engineering
college located in the mid-west. Many of those
present had graduated from this college thirty to
forty years ago. Some held important positions
in very large industries. One member present was
New York Sales Manager fOr one of the largest
electrical industrie- in this country. He was re-
sponsible for the program arranged. One of the
features was a very excellent talk on selling meth-
ods by two Professors connected with the business
school of New York University, Professor Busse
and Borden. An entertaining feature of their ad-
dress was a dialogue staged to show how easy it
is to lose an important sale by adopting improper
methods. Among other things Professor Busse
enumerated six important points that are essential
to the winning of any business argument. They
are:
I. Do not talk too much. Be a good listener.
2. Do not interrupt your prospect. You may
irritate him and he will not listen to you while
thinking about the argument he is trying to make.
3. Do not be belligerent. Being so may make
him more belligerent than you.
4. Try to begin your interview by asking ques-
tions. In particular, find out just what objections
he may have. If you will listen patiently to .his
objections, he is likely to listen patiently to your
argument.
5. Restate in your own words each objection as
raised. This may seem dangerous strategy. But if
you will restate each objection clearly and definite-
ly before answering it he will know that y n really
understand just what he objects to, and this will
prevent him from thinking that you misunderstand
him.
6. Concentrate your strongest argument on his
main objection.
To illustrate point 1, "Do not talk too much,"
Professor Busse related the following story:
A young lady was engaged to be married and
she was sorely troubled because she had false teeth.
She went to a wise and venerable ffiend of hers and
asked advice as to whether she should disclose her
imperfection before marriage, or wait until after the
wedding occurred. She loved her fiance very much
and she was afraid that if she told him before he
might break off the engagement, and that if she
waited until afterwards he might be sorely disap-
pointed and become fault-finding. In the situation
our venerable friend gave her the following advice:
"Do not tell him before marriage, and after mar-
riage keep your mouth shut."
I was greatly impressed with the importance of
the six points mentioned. After the Professors had
finished their address I ventured to say, that a
good seventh point would be "perseverance." To
illustrate the importance of perseverance. I related
the following occurrence:
"An. alert young salesman wanted to sell a policy
of insurance to the rather gruff President of a large
industrial concern. He called at the President's
office and sent in his card. The card came back
with the statement that the President was too
busy to see him. Now the door was not quite
closed, and looking through the opening the sales-
man could see the President sitting in his chair,
with his feet on the desk smoking a cigar and read-
ing a newspaper. Next day the salesman calle
d
again, and again his card came back with the state
-
ment that the President was too busy to see him
.
Again the salesman could see that the Presiden
t
was not engaged. The third day the salesman called
again and his experience of the two previous day
s
was repeated. He called again on the fourth day.
and this time he saw the President angrily tear 
up
his card, and heard him say "tell that salesman he
simply is wasting his time calling here." When
this message was received, the salesman smiled
and asked the office boy to tell the President that
he would greatly appreciate the return of his card.
When this message was delivered the President
grew red in the face and angrily shouted "why I
tore up his card, give him this five cent piece and
tell him it ought to make us square." When this
message was received the salesman smilingly hand-
ed another card to the boy and asked him to tell the
President that business cards cost him only tw
o
and a half cents each, wherefore the President was
entitled to another card.
"Of course the President was angry and resent-
ful but his sense of good humor finally prevailed
and he instruced the boy to "show that nervy
salesman in." He wanted to see what a man of such
persistance really looked like. In a few tactfu
l
words, the salesman assured the President that he
would not have placed himself in the position o
f
appearing to be rude if he were not certain that
he had a very advantageous proposal to offer. As
a final outcome the salesman not only sold the Pre
-
sident a policy of the kind he had recommended.
but sold it to him for a much higher amount of in-
surance than he thought possible.





Automatic Electric Melting Pots
for Temperatures up to
950 Deg. F.
A t . T( ),N1 TIC electric melting pots are particu-larly- applicable for melting down and main-
taining at proper working temperatures, soft met-
als, such as babbit, lead, solder, and type metal
within a range of 450 to 950 deg. F. The pots are
also used extensively for tinning and soldering of
electrical connections and for tinning and galva-
nizing small parts.
These pots are also applicable for use in low
temperature lead, salt and oil baths for drawing.
The complete immersion of the part to be treated
eliminates scaling and insures uniform heating.Practical immersion permits the drawing of thedesired portion only of the tool or machine part.Accurate temperature control permits a duplicationof results minimizes the number of pieces rejected.The automatic electric melting pot of the West-inghouse has certain advantages over fuel-fired pots.(1) It has accurate temperature control. This re-sults in the increase of the life of the metal bear-ings that may be poured; the metal is neither over-heated nor underheated. (2) Increased productionis obtained, the automatic control of temperatureallowing the operator to devote his time to otherproductive work. (3) There is a wider choice oflocation of the melting pot due to the absence offumes and extreme temperatures in the vicinity ofthe pot.
Abstracted from Westinghouse Bulletin.
Electrets
THE study of permanently polarized dielectricshas been undertaken by several investigators.
Fguchi orginally determined that mixtures of cer-
tain waxes when allowed to solidify from a fused
condition under the action of a strong electric field
appear to possess premanently polarized character-
istics. A number of determinations were made in
an effort to investigate the peymanency of this ef-
fect and the various factors which produce and alterthe situation. Evidently the so-called permanentlypolarized electrets are not really permanent butdecrease in strength of polarization as time goes on.In ordinary room temperatures this decay is tooslow to he observed directly but it is the decay ofthe presence of the free charges that are alwaysobserved. At higher temperatures the results that
Heinig, ch., '28
have been obtained are consistent with a view thatthe rate of decay and the polarization increases veryrapidly with the temperature so that the polariza-tion may be almost completely destroyed at a tem-perature which is not high enough to cause anyappreciable softening of the wax. In accordancewith the hypotheses of Lord Kelvin regarding thecause of pyro-electricity, these electrets have beenshown to possess the property. The piezo-electriceffect which always accompanies the pyro-electriceffect is also known to be present.
Abstracted from the "Electrical World".
"Haveg" a New Material for the
Manufacture of Apparatus
for the Chemical Industry
FOR the chemical industries, the fact that manyof the materials employed for making the ves-sels are easily attacked by the chemicals has always
been a serious problem. This accounts for the fact
that when the resistive properties of Bakelite (so
called after its inventor L. H. Baekland) became
known about 20 years ago, the use of this materialfor chemical apparatus was suggested. In the be-ginning the Bakelite was merely used as a protec-tive coating. It was not until 1925 that attempts
were made to use this substance as an independentmaterial of construction. It was found that bake-lite and other phenol-formaldehyde catalyzation
products shrink considerably on hardening. Toprevent this fibrous materials, such as sawdust orasbestos, were added. However this addition wasfound to decrease the resistivity of the material tothe action of chemicals. Later attempts, madewith a mass containing asbestos fibers of highsilica content, were more successful. The "Saure-schutz" (acid-proof) Company of Berlin has beenmaking bakelite compounds under the name ofHaveg since 1925. It is made in three grades, 41,43, and 418. The asbestos contained in Haveg isso thoroughly cleaned and freed of all particleswhich are soluble in acids, that parts made of massshow no trace of corrosion after having been ex-posed to the action of acids and other reagents foryears. The asbestos used for Haveg 418 is sub-jected to no preliminary treatment, accordinglythis mass contains small quantities of soluble ma-terial and is cheaper, but still suitable for manytechnical uses. Haveg 43 is a special mass proofagainst hydrofluoric and other fluoric combinations.Unlike Haveg 41 and 418, it is a good conductor ofheat and is thus useful for making evaporating4Iishes and the like. Its tensile strength, however,
I January, 1928 THE ROSEis lower than the other two types. Among thechemicals which do not attack Haveg are: HC1,1-13PO4, H BR, and 112S0 (the latter up to 50%of acid), acetic acid, oxalic acid, tartaric acid, formicacid up to 40%, chlorine water, ammonia, sulfurouschloride, aniline salt solution, H2S, molten sulfur,
petroleum, oils, CC14, and ethyl alcohol. Oxidizing
acids, such as nitric acid, chromic acid, and hot con-
centrated sulfuric acid obnoxious effects. Bromine,
iodine, potassium and sodium hydroxide, organic
bases such as aniline oil, and pyridine destroy
Haveg.
The physical properties of Haveg are noteworthy
It weighs .055 per cubic inch, lighter than the light
metals. Its compressive strength is 5.2 tons per
sq. in., and its bending strength is about 2.8 tons
per sq. in. One of its most important character-
istics in the chemical industries is its indifference
to sudden changes of temperature. It may be used
up to 130 deg. C. It may be lowered from this
temperature abruptly to 0 deg. C. without suffering
damage.
Abstracted from the "Engineering Progress"
Large Diesel Locomotive for the
Boston and Maine Railroad
A large locomotive for the Bost
on and Maine
Railroad is at present under construction at
the works of the Friedrich Krupp Co. of Essen,
Germany. It is to be delivered at the beginning
of the new year. This 4-8-4 locomotive is driven
by a non-reversible, four-stroke, six-cylinder, solid-
injection engine of 1,400 b. h. p. output, which acts
Oil the four driving axles over a hydraulic starting
clutch and a four-stage reduction gear with special
reversing mechanism for back travel. The tractive
effort at the first stage of reduction is stated to be
23 tons, and the maximum speed obtainable is 96
kilometers or 60 miles per hour. The locomotive
runs on two bogie tracks and is suitable for driving
freight trains as well as passenger trains.
Abstracted from the "Engineering Progress."
Roller Bearings Eliminate the yerk
From Trains in Starting
FOR many years, attempts have been made toproduce a roller bearing for trains that would
stand up under the severe vertical and side stresses
to which all train axles are subjected. After long
and expensive experiments in the laboratory and
with actual railroad cars, the Timken Roller Bear-
ing Company has produced a satisfactory bearing.
The bearing consists of an inner raceway carried
on the axle, two sets of tapered rolls carried in two
gages or separators, and two outer races. The inner
race or cone which is formed in one piece, has ribs
at the outer ends and tapers upwardly to a rib in the
center. The upper raceway consists of two sepa-
rate cones. The many tests which have been car-
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ried out show that at all speeds below 36.5 miles
per hour the resistance due to plain bearings is
very much greater than that due to roller bearings.
The tests with two standard railroad cars, which
were exactly the same except for the bearings,
showed that the starting resistance was 8.8 to one
in favor of the roller bearing car. In the accelera-
tion test each car was hauled for a run of 20 seconds
by a 300 h. p. electric car. The average accelera-
tion for 15 sec. measured in miles per hour, was
.69 for the roller bearing and .57 for the plain bear-
ing car. The ratio of favor for the roller bearing
in the coasting test was 7200 ft. to 1300 ft. Roller
bearings practically eliminate the occurance of hot
boxes also, as well as offering a saving in lubri-
cating material.
Rose Rifle Club
ITH Lt. Besse' as faculty advisor, the Rose
Rifle Club got away to a flying start this fall,
• \ t an early meeting of the club Babillis was electel
president and Muntz Sec.-Treas. At the present
time there are fifty-six members of the club as com-
pared to twelve members last year.
During the first part of the year the club confined
it's efforts to making up a rifle team to compete with
other schools in matches. Three such matches have
already been scheduled; one with the University of
Dayton during the week ending Jan. 14, with the
University of Cincinnatti during the week ending
Mar. 9, and with the University of West Virginia
during the week ending Mar. 10. In addition to the
above matches the Fifth Corps Area R. 0. T. C.
match is to be shot, from Jan. 15, to Feb. 17. All
of the matches are shot in accordance with the N.
R. A. rules; fifteen men on a team, ten shots in each
of the four positions, prone, sitting, kneeling, and
standing. The ten highest scores of the fifteen are
to be counted.
Due to these matches with other schools and due
to the fact that many other schools consider rifle
shooting as a minor sport, the members of the Rifle
Club are petitioning the Athletic Board to so con-
sider it at Rose and give an award of some kind to
members of the team representing Rose Polytechnic
Institute.
Babillis is also trying to join in with several civ-
ilian rifle organizations in the neighboring commun-
ities and to have competitive matches with these
organizations: Pennsylvania Rifle Club, National
Guards Co. I Rifle Club, Postal Employees Rifle
Club and Rose Rifle Club.
All of the above matches are to be shot on the in-
door range, which is to be greatly improved in the
near future. New targets are to be put up,new
steps are to be constructed leading down to the
range and several improvements to be made on the
range itself.
In the spring the Rifle Club is planning to have
matches between various teams in the club out on
the outdoor range. Several medals are to be given
to the outstanding men in these competitive
matches.
It can easily be seen that the members of the
Rose Rifle Club are in for a busy year.
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An Engineer's Guide
raaMAS FAN ALYSTYNE, a Cornell graluate, was killed in the
course of his duty as an electrical engineer. Among his papers
was found this "guide," written for personal use. It recently appeared
in Chemical Warfare.
To respect my country, my profession and myself.
To be honest and fair with my fellowmen, as I ex-
pect them to be honest and square with me. To be
a loyal citizen of the United States of America. To
speak of it with praise and act always as a trust-
worthy custodian of its good name. To be a man
whose name carries weight with it wherever it goes.
To base my expectations of reward on a solid
foundation of service rendered. To be willing to
pay the price of success in honest effort. To look
upon my work as an opportunity to be seized with
joy and made the most of, and not as a painful
drudgery to be reluctantly endured.
"lo remember that success lies within myself, in
my own brain, my own ambition, my own courage
and determination. To expect difficulties and force
my way through them. To turn hard experience
into capital for future struggles.
To believe in my proposition, heart and soul. To
carry an air of optimism in the presence of those I
meet. To dispel ill-temper with cheerfulness; kill
doubts with strong conviction and reduce active
friction with an agreeable personality.
To make a study of my own business. To know
my profession in every detail. To mix brains with
my efforts and use system and method in my work.
To find time to do every needful thing by never
letting time find me doing nothing. To hoard days
as a miser hoards dollars. To make every hour
bring me dividends, increase knowledge, or health-
ful recreation.
To keep my future unmortgaged with debts; to
save as well as earn. To cut out expensive amuse-
ments until I can afford them. To steer clear of
dissipation and guard my health of body and peace
of mind as a most precious stock in trade.
Finally to take a good grip on the joys of life, to
play the game like a man.
The Value oj Good Books
H E value of reading good literature does not
seem to be generally recognized by students of
technical schools. Being constantly in touch with
matters of a scientific or technical nature, the stu-
dent gradually loses the taste for literary reading
that he may have acquired before entering college.
Inquiry among Rose students shows that very few
of them have attempted any heavier reading lately,
than is found in a few current news articles in the
newspapers, or an occasional magazine story. Very
few can claim to have read a book in the last two •
or three months, and these, for the most part, have
confined their reading to light fiction.
The reason most commonly given for this is the
lack of time, an excuse that seems to cover a multi-
tude of short-comings in a technical school. It must
be admitted that a great deal of time is necessary.
outside of school hours, for study. At that, there
are usually two or three nights during the week
when there is an hour or two that can be put to
good advantage in the reading of good books. iA
thing to be avoided, however, is the giving up of
valuable study time in order to spend it in light
reading. Officials at the United States Military
Academy have assigned to this reason the majority
of failures at that school. Yet it is doubtful if any
student ever spent so much of his time in reading
what is recognized as good literature that he had no
time left for study.
Surely, it is not necessary to outline the advan-
tages to be derived from reading good books, since
every one had this point impressed upon him (luring
his high school training. Here at Rose there has
been a demand, in the last few years, for elective
subjects of a broader nature than is provided in the
usual engineering course. Such a move would, of
course prove an advantage to the student. Yet, stu-
dents do not attempt to broaden their knowledge
by means that are closest at hand. With but few
exceptions they have ignored the vast store of gen-
(Continued on Page 14)
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The New rork Rose Tech Club
Holds its Largest Meeting
THE largest number of Rose
 Polytechnic grad-
uates ever to assemble in New York got to-
gether on Monday evening, December 5th, to have
Dinner with Dr. Wagner.
The meeting was held at the Engineers' Club and
33 of Rose Polytechnic Grads attended. Twenty-
two of the classes were represented.
As a special feature of the meeting Professors
Borden and Busse of New York University, through
the courtesy of the New York Evening Journal,
gave a talk on "How to Win a Business Argument".
During this talk the two professors presented six
principles of the art of persuasion and they illus-
trated these principles by dialogues.
This part of the meeting was voted a big success
by all of the men present. After it each of the men
present made a short talk to Dr. Wagner and th
en
Dr. Wagner told of the progress of the institute and
gave some pictures of what the plans were for the
future.
After several of the Alumni present had offered
suggestions to Dr. Wagner, the annual election 
of
officers was held.
W. S. Menden '91, the retiring president of t
he
club, nominated as his successor Mr. Waldo Arno
ld
Layman '92 to serve as president for the com
ing
year, and the club voted unanimously on this.
Mr. Menden then proposed that the Secretary, E
.
J. Hegarty '15 be re-elected for another year. Thi
s,
too, was voted unanimously.
Those in attendance besides Dr. Wagner were:
W. P. Andick '07 H. B. Hammond '09
W. H. Boehm '91 C. 
Holism '02
W. S. Menden









W. Arnold Layman '92 F. J. Baxter '15
G. Maier, Jr. '16 (lift B. Keyes '99
Maurice R. Denny '13 H. Leser '00
J, A. Coltrin '14 C. Duddleston '15
J. Beauchamp '13 H. Isenberg '
09
Chas. M. Sames '86 K. V. Wood '13
I. D. Toner '04 H. H. Holding
'89
Chas. G. Haupt '24 A. E. Michel '
03
R. A. Philip '97 W. H. Waite
'93
M. V. Hegarty '15 H. L. Watson '
05
C. W. Falls '18 F. T. Loehinger
'13




AN enthusiastic meeting 
of the Pittsburgh Rose
Tech Club was held Friday evening December
2 at the University Club. The large attendance
and evident interest on the part of both the older
and the younger alumni reflected the spirit of the
president, Arthur W. Worthington, '06, and the
secretary William W. Reddie, '12.
Dr. Wagner was the guest of the evening and
his message was very interesting to the alumni
present. He said that the attendance at the Insti-
tute this year was the largest in history and was
very close to the capacity of the present faculty to
handle. Fees paid by the students cover only about
one third of the cost of operation. Consequently,
it is not feasible to enlarge the student body without
further increase of the endowment.
Mr. R. L. Wilson, '92, suggested that we may
be giving a college education to too large a propor-
tion of the young men, and that college graduates,
especially from Eastern schools, did not like manual
labor. He questioned whether it would not be
wiser for Rose to increase her equipment instead
of trying to increase attendance.
Mr. Edward I). Froham, '94, raised a question
regarding the admission of non-graduates to the
privileges of alumni membership. He said that
there were several men in Pittsburgh, successful
in business and desirable as alumni, who had at-
tended Rose, but for various reasons had not re-
mained to graduate. He suggested that the officers
correspond with other Tech Clubs with a view to
enlisting the interest of men who attended Rose but
did not graduate.
The election of officers resulted in the retention
in office of Worthington as president and W. W.
Reddie as secretary. Those present at the meeti
ng
included the following: B. R. Shover and R. F.
Thompson, '90, R. L. Wilson, '92, E. D. Frohman.
'94. W. D. Wiggins, '95, H. S. Heichert, '97, Brent
Wiley, '98, A. W. Worthington, '06, B. O'Brien and
C. W. Sproull, '09, Fred W. Springer, '18, E. J.
Ducey, '11. W. W. Reddie, '12, H. E. Ransford,
'14, J. H. Overpeck, A. L. Somers and R. A. Wein-
hardt, '16, H. Briggs Jr., '20, E. H. Wolff. R. Fit-
terer '24. C. L. Corbari, A. E. Faust and Bruce R.
Walsh, '26. Mr. I. J. Willien, '06 of Chicago, .who
happened to be in the city, was also present.
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Alumni Notes
Victor K. Hendricks, '89, M. S., '00, who has been
the assistant engineer on the harbor plan of Chicago,
is now with the H. W. Putnam Company as con-
sulting engineer.
James S. Brosius, '03, formerly superintendent
of the Cleveland Wheelbarrow and Manufacturing
Company, is now with Ge. Deuble, automobile
agent of Cleveland.
John W. Cannon, '06, is manager of the oil burner
department of the Carborundum Company of Prov-
idence, Rhode Island. Ernest C. Bradford, '11, is
now Division Manager for the Premeir Service
Company at Minneapolis, Minnesota.
George E. Shopmeyer, a contractor at Effingham,
Illinois, '14, was a recent visitor to the Institute.
Frederick R. Owens '21, M. S., '24 former assis-
tant chemist for the Duquesne Light Company at
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, is now with Cyrus William
Rice and Company, Water Chemists and Engineers,
of the same city.
Richard W. Bledsoe, '23, formerly with the West-
ern Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is
now salesman for the Graybar Electric Company
at South Bend, Indiana.
G. Raymond Fitterer, '24, who has been a re-
search fellow at the Carnegie Institute of Technolo-
gy at Pittsburgh, is now metallographist and junior
metallurgist at the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania.
The following listed Rose graduates are now
engaged in the teaching profession.
Professor John B. Peddle, '88, M. S., '95, M. E.,
'00, professor of machine design, Rose Polytechnic.
Robert L. McCormick, '91, Heminway Medal,
M. S., '06, C. E., '07, professor of civil architectural
engineering, Rose Polytechnic.
Charles G. Wentzel, '93, supervisor of manual
arts, Kalamazoo schools, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Warwick M. Anderson, '94, M. S., '23, dean and
professor of physics at the University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Charles E. Mendenhall, Hemingway Medal, '94,
Ph. D., Johns Hopkins, '98, professor of physics,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
Harry T. Liggett, '96, M. D., Kentucky School
of Medicine, '05, physician and instructor in phys-
iology and mathematics, Boys' High School, Louis-
ville, Kentucky.
Everett E. King, '01, C. E., '09, M. S., '10, A. B.,
Indiana University, '10, M. C. E., Cornell, '11, pro-
fessor of Railway Civil Engineering, University of
Illinois, Urbana.
Donald H. Atherton, '05, E. E., '16, assistantprofessor mechanical engineering, University o fCalifornia, Berkely, California.
Frank W. Pote, professor of physics, Tufts Col-lege, Tufts, Massachusetts.
Carl Wischmeyer, '06, Herninway Medal, M. S.,'10, M. E., '20, professor of mechanical engineering,Rose Polytechnic.
Schuler P. Hall, '07, M. S., '25, M. A., Cornell,'25, instructor in physics, Cornell University, Ithaca,New York.
Carl B. Andrews, Hemingway Medal '08, M. S.,
'09, C. E., '17, professor of engineering, University
of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Arthur S. Hataway Jr., '08, assistant professor of
civil engineering, College of Engineering, North-
western University, Evanston, Illinois.
Herbert D. Orth, '08, associate professor and
head of department drawing and descriptive geome-
try, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
Orion L. Stock, '08, B. S. A. E., '12, M. S., '14,
associate professor of drawing and architectural
engineering, Rose Polytechnic.
Ottiwell Wood, '08, teacher of mechanical draw-
ing and general science, Gerstmeyer Vocational
School, Terre Haute.
Walter H. Garrigus, '09, instructor in ignition and
auto mechanics, Gerstmeyer Technical High School,
Terie Haute.
Michael J. McWilliams, '09, electrical engineering
instructor, Technical College, Wellington, New
Zealand.
Ben G. Elliott, '10, M. S., '11, M. W., Wisconsin,
'13, professor of mechanical engineering, University
of Wisconsin, Madison.
Earl D. Hay, '10, M. S., '15, M. E., '21, dean of the
College of Engineering, University of Wyoming,
Laramie, Woyming.
Lawrence E. Rector, '11, A. 8., DePauw, '08,Senior Housemaster, Girard College, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Dom P. Savant, '12, M. S., '14, E. E., '16, M. S.in E. E., Harvard, '20, Professor of electrical en-
gineering, Georgia School of Technology. Atlanta,Georgia.
Russell E. Lawrence, '13, Member Franklin In-stitute, M. S., '16, dean of engineering, Universityof Detroit, Detroit, Michigan.
Herman Mayrose, '15, professor of drawing,University of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan.
Warren R. Spencer, '16, A. B., Indiana University,'12, C. E., '20, associate professor of civil engineer-ing, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.Clarence T. True, '16, instructor in electricity,Gerstmeyer Technical High School, Terre Haute.Homer A. Clark, head of science department,Redford High School, Detroit, Michigan.
George H. Defel, '21, instructor, physics andmathematics, High School, Washington, Indiana.Max A. Faucett, '21, M. S., '24, instructor in elec-trical engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana.Malcom C. Scott, '22, music teacher, GerstmeyerTechnical High School, Terre Haute.
7 he Value of Good Books
(Continued from Page 12)
eral knowledge and culture that lie in the works ofthe world's foremost authors, and is theirs for thetaking.
The remedy lies in the individual. By intelligentplanning and arranging of his study schedule pro-gram, the student will be able to find several hoursduring the week that can not be spent in a moreprofitable and pleasant manner than in the companyof good books.
•




On the high seas of industry
NORSEMEN of old roamed theseas and boasted of the strange
worlds they saw. But today Bell tele-
phone men are discovering worlds a
glimpse of which would make the
Viking gasp with wonder.
Whether exploring the realm of sub-
marine cable or the sub-microscopic
world of electrons or the unsolved
equations of efficient management and
broader service, telephone men are
seeking and finding intellectual ad-
venture.
To men of this type it is reassur-
ing to know that the telephone indus-
try, in spite of the amazing progress
it has made in a few short years, is
yet far from its ultimate development.
BELL SYSTEM
vf nation-wide ustem of 18 .000 ,000 inter-connecting telephone.,
“OUR PIONEERING WORK HAS JUST BEGUN'




Rose Wins First Contest
Engineers Pull Surprise to Defeat Indiana Central
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 10—In the first game
of the season, Rose slipped up on the Indiana
Central crew and departed with a victory
to the tune of 42 to 36. Indiana Central had
held the far-famed Franklin crew to a one-point
margin, thereby gaining themselves no little repute.
However, a fighting team of Engineers, well aware
of this fact, fought hard from the opening until
the final gun and did better than Franklin did.
Rose experienced some trouble in getting under
way, not being able to connect well under the
basket. The passing of the Engineers was working
to nice degree of perfection, but under the basket
they faltered time and again to be forced to regain
the ball and bring it back into their own part of
the floor.
Goddard and Taggart, Rose defensive men,
played a mighty sweet game. Goddard missed
beating Kasameyer for high scoring honors by one
point, while he and Taggart were busy keeping a
certain forward named Bright in anything other
than a dangerous predicament. Kasameyer's at-
tack on the nets netted him a total of 12 points,
which is a fair evening's work and gained him some
prominence in Rose's great effort. Bright was
watched closely, yet managed to lead his team in
scoring with 11 points. Lineup and summary:
Indiana Central (36) F. G. F. T. T. P.,
Brown, f 1 1 3
*Catwood, f 1 0 2
Reese, c 0 0 0









A. Bailey, f 2 0 4
P. Bailey, f 2 2 6
Franke, c 1 2 4
Rider, c 1 0 2
Bright, f 4 3 11










Kasameyer, f 5 3 13
R. Alexander, f 4 0 8
Berry, c 2 2 6
Goddard, g 4 4 12
Taggart, g 1 1 3
Thompson, f 0 0 0
Kaiser, c 
Totals 16 10 42
Referee—Norris.
Rose Wins Second Straight
Engineers Win From N. A. G. U.,
35 to 29
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 10—Rose completed a
successful road trip when N. A. G. U. was taken
into camp by the fast-travelling Engineers' sharp-
shooters to the tune of 35 to 29. The Clarkmen
showed the effects of a hard game of the evening
before with Indiana Central, but when the men
found the range of the basket there was little trou-
ble in maintaining a lead over the losers. The N. A.
G. U. outfit piled up a fair lead at the start, when
it seemed that Rose was playing in a lethargy.
However, Kasameyer warmed up and his mates
followed in his wake to take the lead •and finally
the verdict.
18 to 18 at half
Each team guarded closely, thus Rose's lead was
not effected until a short period of the second half
had been played. N. A. G. U. was never quite able
to hold down Kasameyer who lead the field with
eight field goals and a lone try at the foul line.
Lineup and summary:
Rose Poly (35) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Kasameyer, f 8 1 17
R. Alexander, f 1 0 2
Berry, c 2 1 5
Goddard, g 1 3 5
Taggart, g 3 0 6
—
Totals 15 5 35
N. A. G. U. (29) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Howard, f 1 1 3
Bauer, f 1 0 2
Duerr, c 2 0 4
Boehm, g 1 0 2
Zawiorueka, g 1 0 2
Mumenthaler, g 2 0 4
Goldstein, f 3 3 9
Mosch, c 1 1 3
— _
Totals 12 5 29
Referee—Morrison.
Engineers Lose in rhird Encounter
E. I. S. N. Takes Advantage of Weakness
at Close to Win, 32 to 18
Although doped to win from E. I. S. N., after
having won two opening games, Rose was unable
to hit the basket nor defend closely enough and
lost by a count of 32 to 18 in a fairly rough game
at the Illinois town. The Teachers had amassed
a lead of 9 to 1 in the first ten minutes, but before
the period came to a close the Engineers had cut
this lead to one of two points, the half ending
9 to 7 in favor of the winners.
Berry of Rose tied the count just a few plays
after the final half started, but the Suckers came
(Continued on Page 26)
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QUARRYING IN 402 B. C.
In 402 B. C., Dionysius the Elder—tyrant of Syra-
cuse—began to build a wall about his city. 7000
Athenian captives labored under the lash to quarry
the rock; at one time 60,000 workmen with 6000 yoke
of oxen were at work on the structure itself; and yet it
took seventeen yehrs to quarry the stone with which
this wall, only six and one-half miles long, was built.
Though rich in culture and the spoils of war—rich
in slaves and captives—Syracuse was, from our
standpoint, desperately handicapped by her igno-
rance of the power of explosives.
Today a few pounds of Hercules dynamite or blast-
ing powder in the hands of the quarrymen take the
place of Dionysius' thousands. Huge blocks of stone
many hundreds of tons heavier than the largest that
came from the G Teat Quarry of Syracuse are taken from
our granite hills with the help of llercules Explosives.
Wherever there are mines or quarries, wherever tunnels are
being built or canals dug, wherever roads or railroads are being
graded—in fact, practically everywhere that work for the ma-
terial advancement of mankind is going on; you will find ex-
plosives playing an important part—a part that is to a large
extent supplied by the products of the Hercules Powder Co.
HERCULES POWDER,COMPANY
LINCOIV'OltAlED)
941 King Street, Wilmington, Delaware
Sales Offices: Allentown, Pa., Piemingham, Buffalo, Chattanooga, Chicago,
Denver, Duluth, Illizelter., Pa., Huntington, W. Ya., Joplin, Mo., Loa
Angeles, Louisville,-  York City. Norristown, Pa., Pittsburg, Kan.,
Pittsburgh, Pottsville, Pa., St. Louis, Salt. Lake City, San Francisco,
Wilkes-Barre, Wilmington, Del.
1405
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Alpha Chi Sigma
I OTA Chapter enjoyed its annual Christmas party
at the home of Emil Krockenberger on the night
of December 22, amid decorations
of mistletoe and holly. A very
clever program ending in the
usual bridge games and, last but
not least, delicious refreshment"
served by the hostess, Mrs.
Krockenberger, was given under
the auspices of Brother Shattuck. Those in at-
tendance were Dr. and Mrs. White, Brothers
Adams, Krockenberger, Lentz, Shewmaker, Shat-
tuck, Metcalfe and their lady friends. Santa Claus
also paid us a visit.
Iota is planning for a very interesting lecture in
the assembly hall in the .near future which will be
open to the public. Professor Wade of Indianapolis
will talk on the subject of precious stones.
Our pledges are looking forward to an initiation
the last of this month with great anticipation. They
shall not be disappointed.
Alpha Tau Omega
I N recognition of the splendid
scholastic work done by them,
the local chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega was awarded the scholar-
ship cup for province XVII at
the conclave. This trophy is
given to the chapter ranking
highest in scholarship in the respective schools.
This is the first year that the award has been made,
and the local chapter will make a determined effort
to win it twice more, thereby becoming its owner.
Plans for the annual state banquet and formal
(lance at Indianapolis were also discussed at the
conclave. The brothers who attended last year are
looking forward to this years affair with eagerness.
The Christmas formal on the night of December
23rd, pushed into the background all previous
dances. The Edgewood Grove clubhouse was very
attractively decorated in the A. T. 0. colors, blue
and gold. Eddie Newlin's Collegians played some
real music which was not "wasted on the desert
air"—No sir! Not so you could notice it! At ten
o'clock came the Grand March led by Brother
Arthur Drompp and Miss Laura Greenlee. At the
end of the Grand March beautiful Florentine leather
combination purses and card cases, with the A. T.
0. crest inlaid on the cover, were presented.
After the dance the gang congregated at the
fraternity house and the hilarity continued. We
have to hand it to our social committee, Thomas
Reed, Wayne Dodson, and Carl Ehrenhardt, for
they certainly provided a perfect evenings enter-
tainment.
Those present were: the chaperones, Professor
and Mrs. Hutchins, Doctor and Mrs. White, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. Wischmeyer, and Mr. and Mrs.
Pine, the guests, Mr. Mendenhall and Mr. Houston,
Mr. Berry, and Mr. Swartz, Brothers Anderson,
Mendenhall, and Cassel from Gamma Xi at Chicago,
Brothers Crawford and Boyer from Delta Rho at
De Pauw, alumni Brothers Booth and Curl, and the
active chapter.
Sigma Nu
.THE close of 1927 found BetaUpsilon looking forward to
the new year as one showing
great promise for Sigma Nu. The
holiday season saw a large num
her of brothers back for the holi-
days who found time to drop
around for a visit to the chapter house. Brother
Perry Wilson of the Wisconsin University was a
visitor at the house for the whole of vacation week.
Brother Wilson was initiated into Sigma Nu at
Rose prior to his enrollment at the Badger school,
and his visit was greatly enjoyed. •
The outstanding social event of the month was
the Christmas dance held on Wednesday, Decem
ber 21, at the chapter house. Eddie Newlin's Col-
legians furnished the music for the evening which
1:egan at nine o'clock and carried on until one in
the next morning. The chapter house was appro-
priately decorated with seasonal trimmings, the
center of which was the annual Christmas tree
which the Sophomore class always furnishes. The
(lance proved to forecast the annual demonstration
which Christmas vacation always precipitates, with
the result that one hot, enjoyable time was the
outcome of the hop.
Chaperones for the affair were Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Spurgeon, Lieutenant and Mrs. Richardson
Selee.
Guests for the affair were Mr. and Mrs. John
Moorehead, Mr. and Mrs. Carson Simms, Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Maxwell, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nicosin
and Wally Marks, T. M. Reed and Al Kasameyer.
H. L. Swartz and Roy Reece, Lee Berry and Ted
Barrett.
The end of December brought the call to the
Grand Chapter Convention at Washington, D. C..
which was attended by John Mendenhall from the
active chapter. Several alumni throughout the
east and located in Washington were present at
the big affair. Headquarters were at the Mayflower
Hotel which Brother Mendenhall reports is no
mean shack.
Among those brothers who visited the chapter
over the holidays were Clark Piper, who is now a
third classman at West Point, "Red" Sweeney.
Art Reinking, Bud West, Perry Wilson, "Hip"
Evinger. Ben Wilson and Russ Staggs.
(Continued on Page 21)
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Where Bearings Never had a Chance
In steel mills, in cement mills and in a few other
places there are bearing jobs where the loads go
beyond a million pounds! Here the trend to
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings is even more
marked than it is in general.
Timken Bearings are delivering their usual con-
tinuous, money-saving service on jobs which never
allowed any other type of bearing more than a
bare chance for life.
Aside from the maintenance savings, insurance
against shutdown, and improvement in product,
the power savings on Timken installations fre-
quently run as high as 35%. Cases are on record
where 60% of power has been save,d. And the
cost of lubrication drops to a small fraction of what
it once was.
No wonder the importance of Timken Bearings
transcends the mere technicalities of "anti-friction."
Timken Bearings have become a vital economic
factor in the Industries.
As an engineer you will have more and more to do
with the application of Timken Bearings. We
shall be glad to send you interesting and valuable
matter about them.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.,
TEal:MTEH Tapered fl."))Roller )0)) L91
CANTON, OHIO
Has
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An Inspection Tour of the Limedale
Plant of the Imdiana Port-
land Cement Co.
(Continued from Page 7)
ure, both that mechanically held in the mix and
that held by chemical combination. This action
takes place in the first third of the kiln. The mix
travels through the kiln due to the tumbling caused
by rotation, and to the force of gravity. In the
middle third, the temperature is higher and tends
to drive off all the CO2 that is in the limestone.
This calcination changes all the CaCO3 to CaO, and
drives off the CO2 from carbonates of other ele-
ments that may be present. The temperature
around the fuel end the kiln is around 3000 degrees
F, and causes incipient fusion of the mass into
pieces about the size of hickory nuts, called clinker.
The clinker falls from the kiln into a rotating drum
cooler, the cooling medium being the air that is
used as secondary air in the kiln. This is a good
example of heat interchange, in fact about the only
one in the plant.
Pulverized coal is used for fuel in the kilns. The
Linton strip mines at present are furnishing the coal
that is used. It is not a clean looking coal but such
is not necessary for this work. The fuel is crushed,
then passed over a magnetic pulley that holds any
iron that might have fallen in with the coal. The
crushed fuel is next dried at 700 degrees, and finally
pulverized in a Fuller-Lehigh mill. It next goes to
the kiln feed tanks, from which it is mixed with air
under low pressure and blown into the kiln. This
furnishes a long flame, one of the necessary pre-
requisites for a fuel of this type.
After cooling, the clinker is conveyed to the
storage house where it is automatically mixed with
a predetermined amount of gypsum. The gypsum
being used now is shipped into the plant from Mich-
igan. After mixing, the clinker and gypsum go to
combination mills that reduce it to such a size that
over 80% of it will pass through a 200 mesh screen.
This freshly ground cement is stored in large
silo type bins. It is sacked and weighed automatic-
ally, the sacks that are used having been sewed shut
before packing, filling being accomplished through
an ingenious valve arrangement. The sacks .are
now ready for shipping, and are trucked away to be
loaded in freight cars.
No account of this plant would be complete with-
out special notice of the great care and watchful-
ness that the chemist keeps over this process. It
is he that determines the amount of shale to be
mixed with the limestone. Again it is he that
checks the feed to the kilns by control of the slurry
mixing. He samples, the clinker as it comes out of
the cooler, while another sample is made after the
cement has been finely ground. His is the hand that
controls the quality of the cement; his the credit if
the result is creditable, his the blame if the product
is had.
Flow Sheet, Limedale Plant, Indiana Portland
Cement Co.
Shale (From Brazil block mines)
 Gyratory crusher—Storage—Hammer mill
Limestone (From quarry)
'Storage house—Combination mill—Slurry correct-
big basins—Mixing basin 
Gypsum (From 1\1 iciiigaii)




Government in Terre Haute
(Continue(l from Page 6)
strain in these three powers granted to the elec-
torate.
Opponents of the City Manager plan say that the
plan is undemocratic since it makes its most im-
portant single officer an appointed one instead of
being directly responsible to the people by election.
In answering this charge those who favor the plan
say that Democracy consists in controlling public
officers, not necessarily in electing them, and that
way is most democratic which gives the people the
surest control. Furthermore, capacity in govern-
ment for vigorous, effective execution of policies is
essential to true democracy. A policy clesired by
the people and voted for by their representatives
may yet be defeated by Jellyfish inefficiency in its
execution. Administration by a trained, efficient
manager, chosen on a nonpartisan ticket is surely
more democratic.
It will now be well for us to consider a few of
the efficiencies and economies of the type of city
government proposed. The advantages of having a
city manager are obvious to the business man. For
counsel, many minds are needed ; for execution a
single head is required. Universal business practice
demonstrates this in every particular. The fact that
it is possible to hire the City Manager from out of
the city if necessary not only is a help in getting
expert service for the city but is highly important
to the coming professi(m of city manager. Unlike
a mayor, the city manager is in )t involved in local
politics, thus permitting- comparative permanance
in office, a thing which is important for the develop-
ment of a smoothly running mechanism for civil
service. To rid us of the amateur and transient ex-
ecutive which our present mayors are, and to sub-
stitute, or at least, permit the substitution of ex
perienced experts in municipal administration Is
enough to justify the coming of the City Manager.
Not even the most biased followers of the Mayor-
Council government in Terre I I ante would dare to
rate our efficiency over 50'4 . Besides the fact that
we have a tax rate over $3.50, the fact that the
resignation of several members of the council was
(Continued on page 231
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Theta Kappa Nu
(Continued from Page 18)
iNDIANA Gamma acted as host for the Gamma
Province meeting which was held on the 17th and
18th of December. Representa-
tives from chapters in Theta Kap-
pa Nu of the colleges and univer-
sities from cities in Michigan,
Ohio and Indiana were present.
Brother G. E. Leppelmeier,
University of Michigan, of Mich-
igan Alpha was the first to arrive and was met by
Brothers Beem and Blanford of the reception com-
mittee on Friday evening December 16th. From
then on the incoming delegates gave the committee
a real workout. Brother Theodore Liberatore of
Baldwin-Wallace college represented Indiana Al-
pha. Brother Carlton J. Shamo of DePauw Univer-
sity represented Indiana Beta. Brother Harold A.
York of our local chapter represented Indiana
Gamma. Brother J. F. Carlo of Franklin college
represented Indiana Delta.
The out-of-town allumni of Indiana Gamma and
the Brothers from the nearby chapters swelled the
visiting attendance to about forty.
Brother F. Wayne Watkins, Rose '25 and the
Archon of Gamma Province, opened the first bus-
iness meeting at 10 o'clock Saturday morning at the
chapter house at 525 South Fifth Street. Brother
LeRoy Wilson, the Grand Scribe of the Grand
Council of Theta Kappa Nu was in attendance at
the meetings.
Lunch was served at Root's Tea Room Saturday
noon, with province archon, E. Wayne Watkins,
acting as toastmaster. The details of the luncheon
were in charge of Brothers Lee Berry and Harold
Carson.
Following the noon luncheon the delegates at-
tended the Indiana Theatre in a body, the arrange-
ments for which had been made by Brother James
T.awyer.
The program for the remainder of the afternoon
was rounded out with another business meeting at
the chapter house. Saturday evening at 6:30, a ban-
quet was given in honor of the visiting delegates.
Preparations for the banquet were made by Brothers
Raymond Schauwecker and Wendell Watkins, and
were ably carried out by the mothers of Indiana
Gamma chapter. At the banquet the address of
welcome was delivered by Leroy Wilson, Rose '22,
grand scribe of the national Theta Kappa Nu.
Saturday night the visiting delegates and members
of the local chapter enjoyed an excellent dance at
the Elks' club. The dance took the place of our
regular Christmas dance and although it was a little
too early for St. Nicholas, he paid the attendants at
the dance his compliments in the form of program
favors. Warren Henderson's Gayety Club furnished
the entertainment in the form of music and special
numbers. The dancers enjoyed the music of the
orchestra until an early hour Sunday morning and
it was not until the strains of "Home Sweet Home"
were played that the brothers called it a day. The
chaperones were Professor and Mrs. 0. J. Stock, and
Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Sousley. Walter Davidson,
KEYSTONE 
..... sit
Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! 
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with









Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted—above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.
Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.
Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office.
American Sheet ad Tin Plate Comparly
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
 DISTRICT SALES OFFICES  
Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York
Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS CO. ,San Francisco
Los Angeles Portland Seattle
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VENUS
TPENCILS
The Largest Selling .eaality Pencils
in the World
The Lead is absolutely free
from grit or even the slight-
est coarseness; remarkably
smooth and long-lasting.
Each of the 17 degrees are
uniform with every pencil
of that degree—always.
The wood is specially select-
ed cedar, of the best quality
obtainable.
Their perfection makes them
economical as they can be








Make fine lines for figuring, check
ing. sketching, blueprints, etc.
Blue Purple Pink
Red Brown Lt. Blue





For hold heavy lines 68-58-413-313
For writing, sketching 2B-B-HB-F-H
For clean fine lines .. 211-3H-4H-5H-6H
For delicate, thin lines  711-8H-911
Plain Ends—per doz  $1.00
Rubber" —per doz  $1.20
At Stationers and Stores
throughout the World
American Lead Pencil Co.
218 Fifth Ave., Dept M6, New York
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A GOOD OVERCOAT
$20- $85




NOT HIGH PRICED BUT HIGH QUALITY





109 S. 4th St.
1st Door south of Sayer's
January, 1928
Donald Henderson and Allen Reeves had charge of
the affair.
Sunday morning the visiting delegates and the
members of the local chapter attended the morning
services of Methodist Temple in a body.
The province meeting was ended Sunday after-
noon with a smoker at the fraternity house and the
visiting delegates began their return journeys. The
next province meeting is to be held at Franklin col-
lege where Indiana Delta will be host for the
meeting.
Theta Xi
TIIET \. XI held their annual Christmas dance onThursday evening, December 22. The affair re-
sembled a reunion owing to the
large number of Alumni brothers
present. Among these were
Brothers Dave Campbell, from
Chicago, Ralph Andrews from
Amarillo, Texas, Fred Troutman,
from Chicago, John Wells, from
Appleton, Wisconsin, William Collins, from Cal-
ifornia, Harold Schoonover, from Speed, Indiana,
Fred Pence, from Dayton, and Herbert Matson
and Jack Joslin from Terre Haute.. There were
also Brothers from other Chapters: Brothers Bill
Bayfield from Beta, at Yale, Lt. W. W. Bessell
and Ray Washing from Alpha, at Rensselaer, Bob
Becker, from Alpha Beta, at Illinios, and Bob Wil-
cox of Theta, at Purdue.
The dance was held at Edgewood Cabin, which
was appropriately decorated in the seasons colors
of green and red. Music was furnished by Eddie
Newlin's orchestra. The chaperons were Brother
and Mrs. Bessell and Brother and Mrs. Joslin.
The Christmas event went over in great style,
the success of which we owe to the members of
the social committee which is composed of Brothers
Roy Reece, chairman, Dick Crawford, and Sheldon
Johonnott.
School closing the day following the dance, the
brothers lost no time in getting to their homes for
the Christmas holidays. During the week the T.
X. house seemed exceedingly lonesome and quiet,
a condition which seldom occurs (luring the school
year, for the home is always alive. No doubt the
brothers returned at the end of their vacations
feeling much refreshed and fit to continue their
work.
On Friday afternoon, December 16, the Theta
Xi Mothers Club held their monthly meeting in
the form of a Christmas party. The usual Christ-
mas spirit prevailed and all seemed to enjoy the
occasion immensely.
Another of our brothers entered the bonds of
matrimony this month. With much solemnity we
announce the marriage of Hubert Merrill, of Ind-
ianapolis, on December 3. However, we might say
that the Cigars are always enjoyable.
\visitors this month also include Brothers Wil-
cox from Theta Chapter at Purdue, Becker from
Alpha Beta at Illinios, and Brother Hunnell.
i11111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m.11111
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Ji"hat Ford has Done for Aerial
Transportation
(Continued from Page 4)
were by far the most reliable. Immediately Stout
Metal Airplane Company concentrated on a large
all metal monoplane with three motors. With the
arrival of a successful radial air cooled motor, Ford
engineers were quick to adopt the use of the modern
Wright Whirlwind motor in place of the old water
cooled Liberty engines. These three motors pro-
vide sufficient power for the ship to continue in
flight with full load should one of the motors fail,
and to maneuver to a safe landing even if two of
the three motors should stop. In this way •the haz-
ard of engine trouble was greatly reduced.
Ford planes were designed to carry a payload cf
1500 pounds, but at no time during the year was a
capacity load carried except on the first trip to
Cleveland when parts for a complete Ford roadster
were transported and assembled at the Cleveland
airport. The load was purposely kept at about 1000
pounds in order to carry an excess of gasoline for
use in case of bad weather.
"Heavier than air" flying is in its infancy. Air-
planes are developing rapidly at the present time,
but there remains yet much to be done. Right now
the object of most companies seems to be to build
a plane that is reliable and one that will carry a
good size payload with little regard to the cost of
production. After this period of development is
past, standardization is sure to follow just as in
case of the automobile. Standardization of parts
results in greater and more rapid production to-
gether with decreased cost. The air is, without a
doubt, to become a highway for the largest part of
our future transportation. The airplane is waiting
to be developed to a higher degree of safety and
efficiency in order that it may carry on this trans-
portation successfully. What it needs is men who
are capable of doing it, and Mr. Henry Ford can be
counted upon to do his part.
Mayor-Council vs. City Manager
(Continued from Page 20)
demanded by citizens during their last session is
enough to show us that there is a loss in efficiency
some where along the line.
To substantiate our statements there are the re-
ports of various cities which have tried the proposed
city government and found it successful.
Ashtalnla. Ohio, (population 22,082) when cost
increased 50% lived within its income from the old
tax rates. With the City Management plan, Tyler,
Texas, (pop. 12,085) operated for the first time in
years without a deficit. San Jose, California ran
in 1919 despite doubled costs with less expenditure
than in 1916. Also a surplus was left in the trea-
sury. Webster City, Iowa (pop. 6,000) saved $36,-
000 since the adoption of the manager plan. Phoenix,
Arizona despite rapid increase in costs, kept the
valuation and tax levy the same.
General H. Hamilton, Vice President of the




Steel Derricks Industrial Cars
Excavators
Inquiries Solicited Covering





W. H. INSLEY, ROSE, '00
President
A. C. RASMUSSEN, '09
Chief Engineer
FRED B. RAY, '20
Asst. Chief Engineer
ROBERT T. REINHARDT, '1 I
GORDON K. WOODLING. '20
RUDOLPH A. JAENISH-Ex , '16
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Sparks Special Suit and
Overcoat Sale
Best Ever
• $33.°° and $38.00
ED SPARKS
715 Wabash





20 N. 6t1 Street
Opposite Deming Hotel
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TOLD ON THE ARK-
"I sent my boy to college to acquire a little
polish," moaned Farmer Brown, "and now he's
drinking it."
"Just between you, me and the lamp post, what
do you see in that girl?"
"Not a thing. But with the girl between me and
the lamp post, well, that's a different story."
"Why do you always give a lady your seat in
a street car?" Is it gallantry?"
"No, it's because ever since childhood I've had
respect for a woman with a strap in her hand."
A Freshman's Prayer
Now I lay me down to rest,
Before I take tomorrow's test,
If I should die before I wake
Thank God I have no test to take.
A woman went on a professional hunger strike,
and twenty Scotchmen proposed to her.
Heroic Treatment
"Doctor, I just can't seem to quit smoking, no
matter what I do."
"Why don't you get a job in a powder factory ?"
Not a Nighthawk
Chief of Detectives: "Why have you stopped
shadowing your man?"
New Detective: (Mail Order) "Well air, the sun
has gone down."
Little Mary: "Nurse, will I ever have a mustache
on my lip like daddy, when I grow up?"
Nurse: "Pretty often, dear, I expect."
"There's a delicious sense of luxury when one is
lying on one's bed, and ringing one's bell for one's
valet."
"Have you a valet?"
"No, but I have a bell."
Young America's Aim : Life, Liberty, and the
Pursuit of Snappiness.
He : "What do you mean by saying this is a
possum car?"
She : "Oh, it plays dead in the most convenient
places."
Song for Taxidrivers: Denting To-Night.
Political Speaker: "I do wish you'd be a little
quieter in the back of the auditorium, "I can hardly
hear myself speak."
Voice from rear: "Don't worry you ain't missing
nothing."
Enterprising Undertaker: "My firm will be glad
to take care of the corpse."
Bereaved: "Well, you'll have to submit your
sealed bid, I'm letting this contract on competitive
basis."
First Salesman: "That young bride worshipsher husband, doesn't she?"
Second Salesman: "Well, she places burnt offer-
ings before him three times a day."
Warden: "Would you rather be hanged withJud Slemmons or Bill Bailey?"
Prisoner: "I'll string along with Bill."
"Have you heard the one about the Scotchmanwho drank a pint of whiskey before he went to bedFather: "How is it that you failed on every sub- every night so he'd be sure to sleep tight."ject at Summer School?"
Son: "I had an absent minded professor, and he
forgot to pass me."
Whiz : "That isn't a police dog."
1-tang-: "He is. He hangs around the cook allthe time.""Didn't I give you half a pie?", asked the young
wife of the tramp. Temptation—in Person
"You ,huuld avoid temptation at all
"Yes, lady," he replied. Mother :"I thought you said it would save your life, what time dear."are you back again for?" Flapper: "But, I can't refuse to have anything"For the other half mum, so's I kin save yer to do with myself can I?"husband's life."
De Style: "Why don't they christen boats withA Real Old Timer is one who can remember liquor anymore?"when girls wore their dresses down to their insteps, Gunbuster : "It corrodes the steel."and not up to their step-ins.
"She seems to be giving you an icy stare."
"Yeah, she thinks I'm hailing her."
"Ladies First". said the gallant young man, to hisFlapper girl as they reached the ladder to the ob-servation car.
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Mayor-Council vs. City-Manager
(Continued from page :3)
Fourth National Bank of \Vichita, Kansas, a pro-
gressive city' of 100,000 informs us that municipal
improvement can be made under the most modern
plans and on such an economical basis that the taxes
for city purposes are lower than in any other incor-
porated city or village in the state.
W. G. Lee, National President, Brotherhood of
Railway' Trainmen, say's "I'm for the City 'Manager
plan because it makes possible the elimination of
politics from public business and that means better
government and lower taxes.
The old-fashioned method of "passing the buck"
or passing the responsibility on to the next person
is obliterated in the C'ity Manager plan, because the
power rests in a single place—the council. This is
one of the best merits of the proposed plan. Re-
sponsibility centered in the Council, gives the whole
deed, by its very' org-anization, the City Nlanager
mechanism the single controlling force which is
essential to the success of any org-anization. In-
plan is a responsible agent.
We find in ottr common experiences, in business
affairs, as in administrative affairs, that the respon-
sibility must be centralized in one man, so that there
is no divided authority' in administrative matters,
and there is definitely placed responsibility. In our
general experience we do this very thing when we
want to accomplish results. ‘Ve select among those
interested in the proposition a representative body
or board who represents our interests, and whom we
hold responsible for results. They appoint a chief
administrative officer who runs the business of the
corporation under the boards direction. and who is
held responsible for the carrying out of plans zuld
method is the skeleton of all business corporations,
policies which the board initiates or approves. This
applied to municipal corporation, it is a City M an-
ag-er
"Municipal government is a business concern
with property, plant, personnel. stockholders, and a
problem. It is a business which requires broad
Judgment, a clear vision, an intimate knowledge (if
the needs of the entire city, and a study or measure
(,f the way to effect the wisest economy. This
business can be wise and economical or foolish and
wasteful. It may continue to operate as a political
affair, as in the past, or may be a real 'co-operative
and industrial concern, achieving the greatest. re-
sults at the least cost to its stockholders, producers
and consumers, who, as the same persons. benefit
by and pay for the product."
We have thus seen that the City Nlanager plan is
a more democratic, economical, and responsible form
g-overnment than that which we have at present.
The fact that there is a decided need for change in
Terre Haute, especially with regard to the issues
of economy' and responsibility. has been discussed.
Thus the logical conclusion is that Terre Haute
should become another of that ever increasing num-
ber of cities embracing- the City Nlanag-er plan of
government.
This chang-e can be effected in only one way. and
that way is throng-11 awakening the citizens to the
realization of the fact that they are stockholders in
a corporation which is only efficient. It should
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CLOTI- IES
Ready-made
and Cut to Order
Established English University Styles, Tailored
Over Youthful Charts Solely For Distinguished
Service In The United States.
Tilartrr-iquithr
suits $40, $45, $50 Overcoats
Bearly Camels Hair Coat $165
By Special Appointment Our Store Is The
for Terre Haute
The Character Of The Suits And Overcoats
Tailored By Charter House Will Earn
Your Most Sincere Liking.
Lee Goodman & Son
410 WABASI-I AVE.
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You haven't eaten good candy
until you have tasted Mary
Wayne dime bars
Ten different kinds
FRED N. KADEL, Distributor
s. 13th St. Phone Crawford 7878
Distributor for San Man Chocolates
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Joseph's 70th Birthday Sale
Now On
Big Reductions on all Suits, Over-
coats and Furnishings
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CODY'S WINTER HATS
All shapes and shades at popular prices
MEET ME BAREHEADED
BILL CODY
715 Wabash Ave. Terre Haute
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Freitag-Weinhardt & Co.
Opposite Hotel Deming
30-32 North 6th St.
For Electric Hardware Supplies
PLUMBING and HEATING
PHONE WABASH 140
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be the duty of every citizen to "Overcome that In-
ertia" and put Terre Haute on a 100V, efficienc \
basis.
References: "The City Manager in Dayton" 1)
Chester E. Rightor, B. A. Detroit Bureau of G,,\
ernmental Research.
"The City Manager" A New Profession by Harry
Aubrey Tulmin.
Reference : "The Story of the City M ;wager
Plan" Supplement to the National Municipal Re-
view, pages 4, 5, and 6.
"What is the City lanager Plan?" by Herman
G. James, University of Texas.
Engineers Lose in Third Encounter
(Continued from Page 16)
right back and came often for a while. It was at
this stage that Rose failed to put up a good argu-
ment, for the defense and offense failed almost
simultaneously and the Suckers went through the
defense to bring up field goals while holding their
visitors to nine points.
Tough luck constituted much of the poor showing
in the final session. Berry, for one, had occasion
to witness several choice shots roll around the
rim of the basket and then fall harmlessly to the
floor or in the arms of a waiting E. I. S. N. man.
Hall and Gilmoure of the Teachers looked best
for the winners, the former leading in scoring,
while the latter did his best work on the defensive
 z
WIRE
automobile and airplane wires,
electrical wires, submarine cables,
bridge-building cables, wire rope,
telegraph and telephone wire,
radio wire, round wire, welding
wire, flat wire, star-shaped and all different kinds of shapes of wire,
sheet wire, piano wire, pipe organ wire, wire hoops, barbed wire,
woven wire fences, wire gates, wire fence posts, trolley wire and rail
bonds, poultry netting, wire springs, concrete reinforcing wire mesh,
nails, staples, tacks, spikes, bale ties, steel wire strips, wire-rope aerial
tramways. Illustrated story of how steel and wire is made, also illus-
trated books describing uses of all the above wires sent free.
AMERICAN STEELS WIRE
Sales Offices COMPANY
Chicago New York Boston Cleveland Worcester Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo Detroit Cincinnati Baltimore
Wilkes-Barre St. Louis Kansas City St. Paul Oklahoma City Birmingham Memphis Dallas Atlanta Denver Salt Lake City
Export Representative: U. S. Steel Products Co., New York
Pacific Coast Representative: U. S. Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle
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and feeding the forwards some nice shots near the
goal. Lineup and summary:
E. I. S. N. (32) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Hall, f 5 0 10
Fenoglio, f 3 1 7
Meurlot, c 3 1 7
Cooper, g 1 0 2
Gilmoure, g 2 2 6
Story, c 0 0 0
Schuler, c 0 0 0
— — —
Totals 14 4 32
Rose Poly (18) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Kasameyer, f 1 0 2
R. Alexander, f 1 0 2
Berry, c 3 1 7
Goddard, g 0 1 1
Taggart, g 2 2 6
Thompson, f 0 0 0
K. Alexander, f 0 0 0
Totals 7 4 18
Engineers Sink Them to Defeat
Huntington
Rose Wins Third Game by Score of 43 to 31
In the first home game of the year Rose showed
to its followers why they have been doing so well
this year—they've been playing hard, fast and a
few other adjectives—and they've been making
them at times. Perhaps some of the first encount-
ers didn't speak so well for the shooting efforts of
the Engineers, but they took advantage of all open-
ings against the Huntington outfit and won handily.
Passing was another fine feature, for the passing
of the ball was worked nicely and figured in sev-
eral of the numerous baskets. Berry, Alexander
and Kasameyer worked the ball through the Hunt-
ington first-line defense to get within scoring dis-
tance time and again. Rarely did they fail to get in
a good crack at the basket, but when they did the
ball went true often. Taggart and Goddard played
another fine game at their defensive posts. They
were at some disadvantage in meeting up with
some taller men from Huntington, but this didn't
seem to cause them much trouble after the game
got well under way.
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If you wish to send home or give your
sweetheart a real treat, leave your order
at the Y room for a fancy box of Funke
& Co.'s pound box
Niblets or Nuts and Fruits
They are Real Candy
Distributed by
THE A. GRAFE CO.
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Not by electrical or loco-
motive engineers, but by
men who have been con-
stantly at the task of
building comfortable,
stylish and longwearing
footwear for half a cen-
tury. Engineers, yes in-
deed. The designers and
makers of this footwear
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Goshorn, Hildebrand and Holley played best for
the visitors. None of them scored heavily, but they
bore the brunt of the attack and defense. Lineup
and summary:
Rose Poly (43) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Kasameyer, f 5 2 13
Alexander, f 4 2 10
Thompson, c 0 0 0
Berry, c 8 0 16
Goddard, g 1 1 3
Taggart, g 0 2 2
Totals 18 7 43
Huntington (31) F. G. F. T. T. P.
Hildebrand, f 2 2 6
Minniear, f 2 1 5
Goshorn, c 2 5 9
Platt, c 0 0 0
Holley, g 1 3 5
Williams, g 3 0 6
Meadows, g 0 0 0
Totals 10 11 31
Referee—Pike, Franklin.
Broadcasting Station Tells the
World How Rose Beat
Huntington
WRPI was brought back to life on the evening
that Rose entertained and sent Huntington home
discouraged• over basket prospects. Guy Mahan at
the "mike," along with "Mike's" friend—Doctor
Sousley—announced to many listeners around this
part of the country just how the game was won
and who among the gridders of the late football
team were honored with letters and other awards.
It was costly to put over the game and program,
but we believe that it is more than worth the ex-
pense to do it occasionally, although we seriously
doubt that it is worth the time and expense to
broadcast every game.
But to get back to the broadcast—Doc Sousley
and Guy talked at different times. After the first
half of the game had been broadcast Professor
Hutchins came forth with sweaters for the football
men. He awarded letters to the following: Captain
Derry, Hauer, Wey, Harvey, V. Martin, Scully,
Ogan, R. Alexander, Ellis, Bruce, Evans, Eldred,
Cooley. Gibbon, Marsh and Manager Drompp.
Virgil Martin received a signal honor when he
was awarded the Bigwood trophy. Martin turned
in his suit after playing three years as a member
of the varsity at various line positions. Martin is
one of the greatest linemen turned out at Rose and
put up a splendid game in his final year.
He's Too Late
Prof: "Can you bound American for us?"
Frosh : "Yes, if I had enough red tape."
1
Pharaoh Wrote Few Letters
POST OFFICE, CAIRO, EGYPT
N0 W during the tourist sea
son, the
mails out of Cairo are tremendously
heavy. And no wonder! Everyone who
travels in Egypt, who comes into contact
with the most ancient of civilizations,
must say something about his impres-
sions to someone—even ilhe has hitherto
been a lazy correspondent. He may send
onlY a postal card showing the Great Pyr-
amid with "X showing the spot where I
ate my. luncheon.- But he must write
something!
And since the discovery of the tomb of
Tutankhamen, tourists have multiplied,
impressions have been voluminous, and
the mails have increased enormously."Of
course, you can't imagine it without being
I,
here, but I simply must tell you about 
And so on.
It is very lucky for the correspondents
that with her wonders of antiquity, Egypt
did not also inherit the ancient postal sys-
tem. Only the Pharaohs and the great
officers of state could indulge in the luxury
of corresponding with a foreign country—
and a letter from the King of Egypt to
the King of Babylon might take months
in transit. Some of these royal letters
have come down to us. They are very
long, full of elaborate salutations and
important news— as if their writers con-
sidered their composition the event of a
season.
All things COIISILICFeki,YkC may ue grate-
ful that the modern postal system ofEgypt
is what it is—efficient, orderly, up-to-
date. Of course, the Cairo Post Office is
equipped with Otis Elevat
So with the advance of civilization,
Otis, the symbol of twentieth century
convenience, has been put at the service
of the Pharaohs of Egypt in spreading
their fame far beyond any worlds which
they could even have dreamed of! The
pyramid builders would, we feel sure, ap-
preciate the marvel.
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
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1 1And the end icca
is not yet in sight
In the year that many of today's college
students were born. a new child— the steam
turbine—came into the industrial world.
Its birth was celebrated by the installation
of a 5000-kw. unit, in 1903. In 24 years
the turbine has grown to giant size, with a
165,000-kw. unit to go into operation in
1928, and a 208,000-kw. unit under
construction.
Experienced engineers have made outstand-
ing contributions to its development
making possible these tremendous units. A
young engineer, only a few years out of
college, has by "flow casts"
enabled designers to visualize
the flow of steam through the
intricate passages within the
turbine. This has resulted in
an improved design of nozzles
and buckets. Others have elimi-
nated the causes of resonant
vibration and have made pos-





















which operate at 1200-1b. pressure and 750
degrees F.
Greater power plant efficiency is being
obtained by the extraction of steam from
the turbine at different temperatures to
heat feed-water on its way to the boiler,
and the economies of the mercury vapor
process indicate a new range of possibilities.
Rome wasn't built in a day, nor was it
built by one man. The power plant, which
now delivers a kilowatt-hour of electricity
I'Dc one-third as much coal as it took
a quarter-century ago, is the combined
achievement of many engineers
working not only on turbines,
but on generators, boilers, and
the many auxiliary devices.
These men have helped to
give the world a new force.
Progressive leaders in all fields
are calling upon electricity for
ever-widening services--and
the end is not yet in sight.
174-1
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELEC'IRIC COMPANY. .:1-1ENECIADY, NEW YORK
